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Presentation Notes
The NEP is a core clean water act program that is non-regulatory, local stakeholders driven, and successful in implementing long term restoration plans for the 28 estuaries of national significance.  Most of the National Estuary Program Study Areas have significant urban areas.I am the Executive Director of the Delaware Center for the Inland Bays NEP located in our nation’s summer capital, Rehoboth Beach.The Delaware Inland Bays themselves are three shallow coastal lagoons located behind barrier islands within a 300 square mile watershed within one single County.  The human population of the watershed is growing rapidlyThis has pushed the total watershed impervious cover to over 10% which is widely cited as the threshold at which related impacts begin to express themselves in estuaries.  The need for green infrastructure development and protection is increasingly high with this population growth not only to control nutrient pollution to our Bays but increasingly for dealing with coastal flooding and intensifying precipitation events.
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A few years back we realized we didn’t have much green infrastructure practices for stormwater, and we wanted to demonstrate how to do this in a coastal environment.  So we developed a partnership between a number of coastal communities, the state department of transportation, and the University of Delaware to create a stormwater retrofit plan for a large urban drainage area that discharged through a stormwater system to a single residential canal on Little Assawoman Bay which was at the time highly polluted by excess nutrients.A plan that developed 25 project concepts prioritized by cost effectiveness and feasibility was created with a goal of achieving the needed total maximum daily load reductions of 40% for nutrients in 2010.
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This map on the right shows the location of the retrofits in yellow in the drainage area in red.  We went about patching funding sources together from the communities, some assistance from the DOT, NEP money, 319 money and state water quality grants from SRF match and we are now working on the final and largest project which will go to construction in spring.  Shown here is one of the retrofits that took a drainage ditch and turned it into a natural wetpond which has also beautified the community and added aesthetic and wildlife values. 
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This is the progress towards the pollution reduction goals for the initiative and you can see after the final project is complete we’ll have just about met our goal for P but are far from our N goal, which is really the overall trend for our TMDL for the entire watershed.  N is tough…



Floating Filters Pics
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So we started working in the canals themselves more and have experimented with large scale deployments of oysters and floating wetlands.  The floating wetlands were found to be feasible and we deployed 100 this year and are testing for the nutrient removal through harvest of the vegetation.  



Town of Dewey Beach
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Successes in South Bethany have led to similar partnership in Dewey Beach.Highly urbanized and impervious. Extremely vulnerable.Town’s commitment to improving resiliency and water quality, in a way that also improves quality of life.





Cost comparison for water quality 
restoration practices.
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Weiland et al. 2009. Costs & Cost Efficiencies for some Nutrient Reduction Practices in MD.
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One lesson learned from this project was that these retrofits were extremely expensive and while important for some areas where pollution control options were limited and multiple benefits were realized, we really wanted to get more cost effective.This led us to reforestation which as it turns out is an important green infrastructure practice.  I never thought of it that way until I needed money for it.  We had been reforesting aglands on public land to get the water quality and wildlife benefits and it was cheap and easy and we were just going for it.  And we wanted to apply to that same retrofit planning concept.  So I looked into our state planning grant program that was very traditionally tied to the urban landscape and included green infrastructure planning as something it would fund something like that.  They def hadn’t before.  And so I looked up the definition of green infrastructure from EPA and sure enough, important component, so we put in the proposal and they loved it and that’s how I made the connection of how important forests are as green infrastructure particularly in developing watersheds.  
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Watershed Reforestation Model
• Identifies and ranks all agricultural parcels 10 

≥ acres as candidates for reforestation
• Ranking criteria based on potential for both 

water quality & wildlife habitat 
improvements

Watershed Reforestation Plan
• 7 project plans on publicly owned land and 2 

project plans on privately owned lands
• Approximately 264 total planned acres
• 6,319 lbs/year of nutrient removal
• Additional ~600 additional acres planned 

since.
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-The ranking was based on 6 criteria proximity to first order streams, proximity to DE Ecological Network, proximity to groundwater recharge areas, proximity to already protected natural areas, proximity to areas where depth to groundwater is less than 3 feet under wet conditions, and the mean buffer width of the HUC 12 watershed a parcel is located in-A total of 1,389 parcels were ranked, of which 65 parcels are publicly owned and 1,324 are privately owned.-We are using this model to guide our reforestation outreach efforts to where we can achieve the maximum and most cost-effective benefits for water quality improvements. This mode will not only be used to create this plan but will inform future Inland Bays watershed planning efforts as well



Combats climate change:
• 397,918,441 lbs. of CO2 sequestered over 20 years 

from this plan
• Equivalent to removal of emissions of 1,932 cars 

annually

Restores dwindling habitat 
migratory songbirds:
• Wood Thursh
• Yellow-breasted Chat
• Northern Parula
• American Redstart
• Worm-eating Warbler

Reforestation….

Prevents flooding and cleans the 
air!
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Forests can store considerable carbon and their growth can provide a carbon sinkReforestation will create interior forest which benefits many wildlife species, particularly neotropical migratory songbirds who use interior forest for nesting, feeding, and breeding. These species include, but are not limited to, Equivalent to 38,649 cars over 20 years or 1932 cars off the road.






Regulations

• Education and advocacy for County-
level ordinances to :
– Reduce housing density of proposed 

developments near wetlands and waters
– Expand forested buffers between new 

development and wetlands & waters

• Science driven decision making: NEP 
hallmark.

• Non-profit status of this NEP allows for 
needed advocacy and coordination.
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In summary: in our urbanizing NEP watershed we have had success retrofitting green infrastructure in already built areas, restoring forests as green infrastructure among communities and rallying for regulations that would provide more green ifrastnructure in new urban areas.
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If you would like to learn more about how NEPs from around the country are involved with green infrastructure I invite you to the annual Fall tech transfer conference for the NEPs that the Center is hosting in Fall of next year in Rehoboth Beach, DE, the nation’s summer capital:  keep up with www.
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